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INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to contribute both to the existing research on executive coordination and to the Czech debate on European policy in two ways. First, it describes and analyses the Czech executive coordination mechanism in European affairs and its coordination / centralisation level based on official documents setting up and amending the rules of this system and using key factors identified in existing research (Kassim, Peters, and Wright 2000; Kassim et al. 2001; Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011), as well as the developments of this system and possible theoretical explanations behind them (Dimitrova and Toshkov 2007). Second, it analyses in greater detail the inclusiveness of the system, i.e. its openness to input from non-executive and even non-governmental actors. This inclusiveness is demonstrated mainly on the relations of the key executive coordination institutions – the Office of the Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs – with main Czech think-tanks focusing on European policy – Europeum, Association for International Affairs (AMO)\(^1\) and Evropské hodnoty (European Values) – as manifested on recent key issues of interest, such as the Fiscal Compact and the Czech Strategy in European Union.

The issue of executive coordination of European affairs is highly relevant for understanding the formation of European policies of individual member states. It represents one of the two key institutional adaptations each acceding member must undergo, the other being creation of the system of national parliamentary scrutiny. However, while the question of parliamentary oversight is often more prestigious and regulated by constitutional legal acts, the “little” rules of executive coordination are

\(^1\) It should be noted that the author herself worked in AMO in 2010-2013.
usually regulated only by organisational regulations, although they have often even more profound impact on everyday handling of the European agenda on national scale (cf. Knutelská 2011). Moreover, although both systems have to be to a certain extent interlinked, as an efficient system of national parliamentary scrutiny benefits from some kind of oversight of the executive coordination, they are often created as well as studied separately. The more prominent role of national parliaments has been reflected also in greater attention paid to it in academic research that has been growing rapidly; there are many works on individual parliaments as well as multiple comparative volumes (see e.g. Bergman 1997; Katz and Wessels 1999; Maurer and Wessels 2001; Tans, Zoethout, and Peters 2007; Cygan 2007; O’Brennan and Raunio 2007; Karlas 2011).

On the other hand, the topic of executive coordination mechanism has so far attracted relatively few researches. Nevertheless, there are substantial publications approaching the subject from the Europeanization perspective (for overview and theoretical approaches, see Goetz 2000; Goetz and Meyer-Sahling 2008), with some focusing partially or exclusively on the executive coordination, covering both the old (Kassim, Peters, and Wright 2000; Kassim et al. 2001; Jordan 2003; Laffan 2006) and new Member States (Dimitrova and Toshkov 2007; Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011) and even some aspects of the Czech case (Karlas 2010; Neuman 2011). Some attention has also been paid to the relation between efficiency of national European policy and institutional set-up (Sepos 2005; Panke 2010).

From empirical point of view, the institutional setting and actual performance of the Czech system of executive coordination is also highly relevant for the on-going Czech debate on its European policy. The cohesion of Czech European policy formulation has been challenged repeatedly over the last few years. There has been some division between governmental and presidential views on European Affairs almost ever since president Klaus took office, although the intensity of this division differed as governments changed. However, the need to prepare and run the Presidency of the Council in 2009 helped to keep at least the government’s positions relatively clear and cohesive. The Czech European Policy became less clear when the Nečas’ government took office in 2010, and the cleavage between the more eurosceptic views of the Primes Minister’s party ODS and the
more eurooptimist views of TOP09, the party of the Foreign Affairs Minister Karel Schwarzenberg became apparent. This division was further accentuated in September 2011, when the Prime Minister created the post of State Secretary for European Affairs at the Office of the Government despite the disagreement of Karel Schwarzenberg who felt that European affairs fell under his jurisdiction, and had his own State Secretary for European Affairs (EurActiv 2012). The best known public display of this division in Czech European Policy followed the somewhat surprising Prime Minister’s decision not to sign the so called Fiscal Compact, a decision which the Foreign Minister publicly commented with following words: “This really harms the Czech Republic. That much is clear to everyone, while our stance is absolutely unclear to everyone.” (Pop 2012) Although such manifestations of disagreement dissipated after a while, the issue of Czech executive coordination system remains crucial for the debate.

This paper thus contributes both to academic research by presenting and in-depth study of the Czech executive coordination as well as to the on-going Czech debate on how to improve the cohesion, expertise and long-term planning of the Czech European policy.

EXECUTIVE COORDINATION MECHANISM AND ITS DEVELOPMENTS

As mentioned above, the Metcalfe (1994) scale of national policy coordination for the effectiveness of international policy-making and factors identified by Kassim, Peters, and Wright (2000) are used in this section to analyse the main characteristics of both system, i.e. the level of coordination or centralisation.

The Metcalfe’s scale consists of nine levels, while each lower level is a necessary prerequisite for the next one. The lowest level represents a situation without any coordination or communication among ministries, while the highest level represents a situation of overall governmental strategy in which the ministries are purely executors of the centre’s decisions.

The lowest level, independent decision-making by ministries, involves only intra-ministry coordination without any true cooperation with other ministries, i.e. each ministry makes
decision within its policy domain. The cooperation begins at the second level, communication to other ministries that involves existence of regular channels of information-exchange, typically governmental databases, creation of contact persons within each ministry, etc. The third level, consultation with other ministries, is the first level that includes two-way communication, in which ministries receive feedback to the information they provide on their decision-making, but retain their decision-making autonomy. The fourth level, avoiding divergences among ministries, goes beyond information- and opinion-exchange as it includes negative coordination, typically ensured by direct contact prior to the approval or presentations of positions. The fifth level, search for agreement among ministries, includes positive coordination in order to achieve consensus that can typically be ensured by voluntary set-up of joint teams, working groups or studies. The sixth level, arbitration of policy differences, is the first one to include a mechanism enforcing agreement in cases where ministries cannot reach it through lower levels of voluntary cooperation; this mechanism includes a third-party involvement, e.g. decision by the centre. At the seventh level, setting parameters for ministries, the ministries are limited in their decision-making by prescribing guidelines for what ministries cannot do. The sixth and seventh levels again represent a negative coordination, the eighth level, establishing governmental priorities, is based on common guidelines on what ministries should do, i.e. setting common policy priorities, clear enough to implement in specific cases. The ninth and last level, overall governmental strategy, represents maximum centralization, where all the strategic policy choices are made by the centre and ministries are mere executors of these decisions.

The level of coordination or centralization can be further defined using factors identified by other authors and represented by practical choices member states made when designing their coordination systems.

Whereas Metcalfe (1994) does not identify “the centre” or “the government”, the attribution of the role of central coordinator or decision-making authority is crucial when studying individual systems. There are three basic options (cf. Kassim, Peters, and Wright 2000; Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011); the coordination unit can be placed at the Government’s / Prime Minister’s office, at a specific already existing sectorial ministry or
created as a separate institution. Further practical arrangements will depend, in the first case, on the position and powers of the Prime Minister in the cabinet, in the second case, on the selection of a ministry – Foreign Affairs is the most common choice, but the role can also go to the Ministry of Economy or others – and, in the third case, on the position of the separate institution. This can be created as a ministry (Ministry of European Affairs) or as an independent governmental agency.

Centralisation or level of coordination is most often defined by decision-making power of this coordinator, such as information exchange, negative coordination or positive coordination, and related autonomy of individual ministries (Kassim, Peters, and Wright 2000; Panke 2010; Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011), plus the (non)existence of a single communication channel between the capital and Permanent Representation (Kassim, Peters, and Wright 2000; Kassim et al. 2001; Panke 2010; Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011), but may also go beyond the study of the central government and consider the role of other actors than those belonging to central executive, such as national parliament, subnational authorities or non-state stakeholders (Kassim et al. 2001). The role of non-state stakeholders can also be used as an indicator of selectiveness or comprehensiveness of the coordination mechanisms (Gärtner, Hörner, and Obholzer 2011).

In practice these factors translate into several key questions that have to be answered to create any kind of executive coordination in European affairs:

a) Which office / ministry should act as the central coordinator?

b) What should be the position of the person presiding over the coordination mechanism?

c) What are the competences of ministries and the central coordinator in preparation for different levels of the Council decision-making (Council working groups, COREPER, ministerial level)?

d) Who decides on allocation of dossiers to ministries? What is the mechanism for resolving the disputes over which ministry should be primarily responsible for a specific dossier? What is the mechanism for resolving position disputes?

e) What is the access of other than cabinet state actors – President, parliamentary chambers, etc. – to the coordination system?
What is the access of non-state actors (interest representatives, think-tanks) to the coordination system?

In the Czech case, all these issues have been regulated by governmental decrees establishing the statutes and rules of procedure of the Committee for EU on governmental and working levels. During accession process, the Czech Republic created a mechanism for coordination of Czech position in accession negotiations. The system had several coordinating bodies placed at the Office of the Government: the Governmental committee for European integration, consisting of deputy-ministers or ministers, Working committee for integration of the Czech Republic to the EU and the Delegation of the Czech Republic for negotiations on the Accession Treaty of the Czech Republic to the EU. The chief negotiator was also directly responsible to the Prime Minister. However, the process was coordinated from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where the chief negotiator held the post of deputy-minister and later state secretary (for further details on the coordination of the accession process, see Witzová 2004). The basis for the current system was created in 2003, when it replaced the pre-accession system and created Committee for European Union (on ministerial and working levels). Most of the coordination was still carried out at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Changes were introduced into the system in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011.

The role of central coordinator

The chief coordinating body for European affairs is the Committee for European Union (VEU). In 2006 it was composed of deputy-ministers as regular members. The VEU was chaired by the Minister of Foreign Affairs; the first vice-chairman was also from that Ministry. The administrative preparation (the role of executive secretariat) and coordination was still placed at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as it has been since before the accession. In October 2006, and in preparation for the Presidency role, the VEU was

---

split into two levels: VEU, carrying the formal role of highest coordinator and occupying itself only with highly salient issues including approval of positions for the European Council and disputes that could not be resolved at lower levels; and VEU at the working level (P-VEU) continuing the regular work of coordination, usually meeting on weekly basis. The VEU is composed of ministers, the P-VEU of deputy-ministers. This differentiation was kept since October 2006 until today. The VEU is chaired by the Prime Minister; the role of the chairman of the P-VEU changed several times since its introduction, and was related to shifting of administrative support of the coordination of European affairs away from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In early 2007, new post of Vice-Prime Minister for European affairs was created. The position was held by Alexandr Vondra. The Vice-Prime Minister for European affairs took over the role of chairing the P-VEU and coordinating the preparations for the Czech Presidency. The role of the executive secretariat of the VEU also moved from the MFA to the V-PM office. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was moved to the role of the second vice-chairman of the VEU and vice-chairman of the P-VEU.\textsuperscript{3} Although there was no proper Ministry for European Affairs, the office of the Vice-Prime Minister worked as de facto ministry before and during the Presidency.

The position of the Vice-Prime Minister or Minister for European Affairs was not filled in the Nečas’ government that took office in July 2010. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs expected the role of the central coordinator to shift back under its competences. However, the disputes over the Czech European policy between two coalition parties, Civic Democratic Party (ODS), represented by the PM Petr Nečas, and TOP09, represented by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Karel Schwarzenberg, complicated the matters. Without a Minister for European Affairs, the P-VEU formally did not have a chairman, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs remained the only vice-chairman of the VEU, expecting to be in charge of the P-VEU as well. The PM decided to resolve the dispute by amending the

Rules of Procedure of the Cabinet\textsuperscript{4} without the approval of ministers for TOP09. The new Rules of Procedure gave the competences of the Minister for European Affairs to the PM, who in turn could now name a State Secretary for European Affairs, to be in charge of everyday coordination and to chair the P-VEU meetings. The PM named the former Head of the Section of European Affairs of the Office of the Government, Vojtěch Belling, to the post. The Minister of Foreign Affairs responded by giving the same title to his first Deputy Minister in charge of European affairs, Jiří Schneider.

c) Work and competences distribution for different levels of Council decision-making

The primary processing of documents and preparation of positions for the Council working groups is prepared by Sectoral coordination groups (RKS), set-up at each ministry. The instructions and positions for COREPER and ministerial level are also prepared by individual RKS, but then approved by VEU, with frequent use of silent procedure. VEU decided by consensus; if that could not be reached, the matter was referred to the Prime Minister, and could have been placed on government’s agenda. Since the introduction of two levels, VEU and P-VEU, in October 2006, the VEU approves the positions for the European Council and position that could not be agreed upon by the P-VEU, the P-VEU carries out all the other agenda coming from RKSs and prepares the material for the VEU agenda. The P-VEU continues to decide by consensus. Its role in fact mirrors the role the COREPER has in the preparation of the ministerial level of the Council.

d) Settlement of assignment and substantial disputes

At first, the disputes were mediated through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Only in cases where the situation could not be resolved by agreement, the VEU made the final decision, or, in case of further disputes, referred the matter to the PM / the Government.

\textsuperscript{4} Decree of the Government no. 655 of August 31, 2011
e) Other than cabinet actors role
The VEU, and since October 2006, the P-VEU, also include associate members: representatives of the Office of the President, both parliamentary chambers, central bank, Supreme Audit Office, Czech representative to the European Court of Justice. Possibility of participation of the representative of Permanent Representation was also included. In early 2006, the Government adopted also a regulation on communication with both parliamentary chambers (for further details, see Knutelská 2011). Since the division of VEU to its ministerial and working level forms, the associate members on the ministerial level included chief representative of the Office of the President and governor of the central bank, plus, since 2008, head of the Permanent Representation to the EU and President of the Czech Statistics Office. The associate members at the working level include representatives of all the above-mentioned institutions, other central executive agencies, Association of regions and the Union of towns and municipalities. The amendment of the Statute of 2008 also includes obligation of associate members to attend if an issue on the agenda falls under their competence or if they are asked to do so by a full member.

f) Other than state actors’ access
Since the creation of RKSs, the coordination rules give each RKS / its chairman the right to invite representatives of social partners, regions and municipalities and non-governmental organisations.

The Czech system of executive coordination thus, since its creation until today, contains elements of coordination of levels 1 to 6 as defined on the Metcalfe scale (Metcalfe 1994). The P-VEU and the VEU, and their rules of procedure that include specific rules for discussion and approval of position, fulfill not only their role of information exchange and feedback as defined in level 1-3 (independent decision-making by ministries, communication to other ministries-information exchange, communication with other ministries – feedback), but, through the rules on settlement of disputes and consensual decision-making on the P-VEU level also the characteristics of levels 4-6 (avoiding divergences among ministries – negative coordination, inter-ministerial search for
agreement – seeking consensus, arbitration of inter-ministerial differences). The formal rules do not include elements of levels 7-9 (setting limits for ministerial action, establishing central priorities, overall governmental strategy – state as unitary actor), as all the issues are decided collectively through P-VEU or VEU. Of course, in everyday practice, the mechanisms set up at levels 4-6 may not always work due to time or workload constraints, and the Czech national position may thus be presented without effective informed consensus having been reached on the issue. Similarly, in cases of strong disagreement, a single ministry could be outvoted at the VEU and effectively limited in its actions.

We can also see that while the level of coordination or centralisation did not change substantially. Of course, the coordination was moved from a sectoral ministry to the Office of the Government, but the role of central coordinator changed only in details. On the other hand, some slight changes in the independence of RKSs or in the involvement of the PM occurred in the system; the RKSs were given more independence at the time of the preparation of Presidency (see Karlas 2010), in order to cope with the workload, in the last two to three years, slight tendency towards centralisation can be seen in the fact the PM is more frequently personally involved (Interview 1), which can be attributed to the increased saliency and media-coverage of the European Council’s due to the crisis. However, the system as such was subject to multiple changes over the years. What were the factors that influenced the creation and changes in the coordination mechanism the most? Dimitrova and Toshkov (2007) offer an overview of three existing approaches to the issue of institutional change in executive coordination.

First, the politics of institutional choice (based on rational choice approach) assumes that the major changes are related to changes in governing elites, i.e. parties controlling the executive. Second, the functional-change approach sees the changes in institutional settings as a result of adjustments towards greater efficiency under EU pressure represented by reforms of European institutions or policy failures on the part of the Member State, where the changes represent an optimisation of coordination structures. Third, the historical–institutionalist approach stresses the importance of the influence of early institutional choice (Dimitrova and Toshkov 2007, 962–967). The authors conclude
that while the historical-institutionalist change approach cannot explain the developments in executive coordination of European affairs in the new member states (although they acknowledged that historical-institutionalism may simply not be suited to explain changes occurring in such a short period of time, and, in the future, it could have more explanatory value), the politics of institutional choice offers most likely explanations of these development, and functional-change approach can also be useful in complementing its explanations.

The functional-change approach, although usually without this (or any other) label can also be found in almost all existing studies on executive coordination. Kassim, Peters and Wright (2000) offer the most comprehensive overview of usual arguments for the need to create, and, later, amend, the executive coordination mechanisms by listing the factors that pressure the EU Member States to co-ordinate their European policies on domestic level. These include the growing competence of the EU in more and more policy fields, holding the office of the Council Presidency, traditionally high saliency of some policy areas in some member states and the high saliency of European integration for the domestic politics, especially in countries with relevant euro-sceptic political parties or publics. As the second and third situation can be more problematic when the perceptions differ among key political actors (especially those in, or closely linked to an office), these two factors in fact combine the logics behind functional-change approach and politics of institutional choice. Based on this theoretical overview, the changes in executive coordination mechanism should be prompted either by government changes and inter-institutional rivalries (politics of institutional choice approach), or by the need to adjust to European decision-making and to achieve greater efficiency of policy formation (functional change approach).

In the Czech case, elements of both can be traced. First, the Czech Government gradually created a three-level system of preparation of national positions – sectoral coordination groups, Committee for European Integration at working level, Committee for European Integration at ministerial level that mirrors the Council make-up of working groups, COREPER and the Council itself, as well as the special silent procedure, mirroring the “I” or “A” points in the COREPER and the Council. Second, the first major changes related to the creation of the post of Vice-Prime Minister (later Minister) for European affairs and to the role of RKSs were introduced in order to prepare for the role of the Presidency. Third,
the stronger involvement of the PM in European affairs and the retention of coordination at
the Office of the Government after the Presidency could be interpreted as the result of the
increased role of the European Council in the times of crisis. On the other hand, the last
development was marked by strongly visible competency disputes between the two bodies,
the Office of the Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, their political
representatives, the PM Petr Nečas and the Minister of Foreign Affairs Karel
Schwarzenberg, and their respective political parties, the ODS and TOP09.

INCLUSIVENESS OF EXECUTIVE COORDINATION SYSTEM

The formal make-up of the Czech system of executive coordination in European affairs as
described above is very open to the outside input. It gives the RKSs the possibility to invite
and include in the debate any state or non-state actors. At the coordination level, the
number of associate members has also increased since the creation of the system, although
these include only representatives from various branches and levels of the government.
The parliamentary involvement is worth mentioning, as it is based on a decentralised
system of communication allowing direct information- and feedback-exchange between
parliamentary chambers and ministries, which has been reflected in development of the
parliament’s position, which is stronger in practice than in formal setting (for details, see
Knutelská 2011).
The system is thus set to be highly inclusive.

To examine this inclusiveness in case of the most informally involved, i.e. non-
governmental actors, this paper focuses on the access and possible influence of the Czech
think-tanks active in European affairs. What is the access of non-executive actors to the
key actors within the executive coordination mechanism and how is it structured (i.e.
directly within the mechanism, e.g. by participation in advisory or observatory capacity, or
indirectly through external activities, e.g. debates or policy papers)? How are the opinions
originating outside the executive reflected in the outcomes – specific policy positions?
To examine these issues, I carried out semi-structured interviews with representatives of the coordination system (Interviews 1-3) and think-tanks (Interviews 4-6). All the interviewed officials were asked following questions (variations depending on their institutional affiliation): What is your opinion of the Czech executive coordination mechanism in European affairs? How often do you participate in the coordination mechanism working level meetings? How often do you read think-tank / civil society contributions? How often do you participate in their activities (seminars etc.)? Do you take their input into consideration in your work? Do you think others are influenced too? Do you think that positions approved by the European Affairs Committee (EAC) in general best reflect Czech interests? The questions for think-tank representatives mirrored this structure as follows: What is your opinion of the Czech executive coordination mechanism in European affairs? Were you ever invited / have you ever participated in the coordination mechanism working level meeting? Do you know of others who have been invited / have participated? Do you know / do you have any contacts with people who regularly participate? How often do you think your / your institution’s contributions are read by the civil servants involved in preparing Czech European policy / state officials? Do you / how often do you meet (including informally) with these officials? How often do they participate in your activities (seminars etc.)? Do you feel they take your input into account when making decision? Do you think others take into account input of other similar institutions? Do you think that positions approved by the EAC best reflect Czech interest? In general, the interviewed officials claimed their willingness to accept input from think-tanks. They showed to have good overview of existing think-tanks and their activities and claimed to follow them regularly, or know of colleagues that do. However, there are differences in preferences and evaluation of usefulness of the think-tanks; while the officials from the Office of the Government prefer contributions from lawyer and think-tanks and university departments staffed with lawyers (Interview 1), the officials from Ministry of Foreign Affairs prefer contributions from more generally oriented think-tanks (Interview 2). There is also some perception that different think-tanks have better ties with the MFA and are thus more “benevolent” to its work, while they are more critical to the Office of the Government performance (Interview 1). This perception is not shared by the think-tanks themselves, however, they are aware that they are perceived differently by
governmental bodies. They also feel that this perception is hard to change (Interviews 4-6) and negatively influences their access to the decision-makers (Interview 6). The interviewees also believe that different think-tanks clearly aim at different kind of audience. For example, while they now follow the Evropské hodnoty more often than in the past, they believe they are more oriented towards broader public audience than towards the state administration (Interview 2). The events organised by think-tanks are most attractive for the officials if they present an attractive speaker they would not be in (frequent) touch otherwise. The quality of written contribution was evaluated by all interviewees as mixed (Interviews 1-3), sometimes lacking the necessary legal precision (Interview 1). The representatives of the think-tanks themselves feel that their contributions are followed by the officials, but most successful are those that are prepared in collaboration or upon request by governmental bodies (Interviews 4, 5). On the other hand, they feel that the governmental bodies sometimes do not understand or appreciate their role, asking for too technical analysis and ignoring broader issues (Interview 4) or limiting themselves to legal arguments; the latter being the case especially of the relevant departments of the Office of the Government staffed primarily by lawyers (Interview 5). All the interviewees evaluated the formal make-up of the coordination mechanism as well organised and known to all actors concerned, however, the evaluation of the quality of Czech positions was more critical. The most positive evaluation came from the officials from the Office of the Government (Interviews 1, 3), although there was a comment on varying quality of individual ministries and low interest of some of the ministers that impacts the preparation of positions (Interview 3). The think-tank representatives viewed the quality of the system more critically, criticizing too much legalism (Interview 5), low political saliency and competency disputes between MFA and the Office of the Government (Interviews 4-6) and, in one case, varying competence of individuals working in the coordination mechanism (Interview 6).

Regarding the inclusiveness of the formal bodies in the system, none of the six interviewees knew of a case where a position of a ministry or an official was influenced by a civil society organisation to the degree that he would use it as an argument in the coordination process. The system is open to consultations, but these happen more often in
special meetings and working groups set-up in individual ministries (Interview 3); the preparation of European Council and its media coverage can prompt some NGOs that do not understand how the EU works and how the positions are prepared to contact the PM directly (Interview 3). As for themselves, neither of the interviewed officials felt his position ever changed because of an outside input, however, they claimed think-tanks can sometimes draw their attention to different points of view (Interviews 2, 3).

Moreover, all the interviewees were directed to consider these issues also in relation to the creation and amendment of the rules of the executive coordination mechanism, the Fiscal Treaty and the Czech Strategy in European Union.

The last two issues can be considered interesting case studies for several reasons. The current eurozone crisis and numerous new policy initiatives it incited represent an excellent opportunity to study the above-mentioned issues. The European measures proposed in the form of changes in primary European law or separate international treaties or encroaching on areas traditionally conceived as intrinsic to national sovereignty have greater saliency than ordinary European legislation. As such, they often accentuate existing opinion divisions among actors and deficiencies of existing policy position formation mechanisms. Consequently, the issues emerging during the eurozone crisis represent very interesting cases for cases studies examining the inclusiveness of policy position formation and public debate. The Fiscal Treaty proved to be a very interesting case for the Czech Republic, as the position of the two major coalition parties, ODS and TOP09, diverged significantly, as did the positions of various ministries involved in the process. The Czech think-tanks also commented on the process.

On the other hand, the adoption of the Czech Strategy in European Union was announced in the Government’s programme in 2010, but the preparations were perceived as suspended in the following years due to disagreements over European policy among the coalition parties. Nevertheless, the strategy was prepared by the Office of the Government

---

5 Such as amendment of article 136 of the Treaty on Functioning of European Union or the Fiscal Treaty, as well as not yet proposed but discussed changes in primary law regarding Commission investiture or power of the European Parliament
6 e.g. budgetary powers, taxation, banking oversight
and adopted by the Government on May 15, 2013. As the aim of the strategy is to define medium- and long-term goals and tools of the Czech European policy, it also a very good case for studying the involvement of EU-oriented think-tanks.

In the case of the Fiscal Compact (Treaty on Stability, coordination and governance in the EMU), the coordination mechanism needed to prepare (and, as the negotiations evolved, amend) the position rather quickly. While the idea of the Compact was formulated at the European Council meeting on December 8-9, 2011, the agreement on the text was reached on January 30, 2012, followed by signing of the Compact approx. one month later, when the Czech PM announced that he will not be signing the Compact. Separate analyses of the text under negotiation was prepared by the Office of the Government, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Finance and they diverged substantially regarding the suggested position and analysis of relation to the Czech constitutional rules. The PM basically adopted the position as prepared by the Office of the Government. Because of the shortness of time before the adoption of the text at the end of January, and because the Czech position was perceived as possibly influenced by the euroscepticism of the President Vaclav Klaus, whose term in office was due to finish in 2013, the debate that issued after January is also interesting for assessing the inclusiveness of the Czech coordination of European affairs. The Czech think-tanks examined here were mostly critical of the Czech position and the explanation behind it, saying that the Compact in itself does not represent a move towards two-speed Europe (Král 2012), that arguments of the Government ignore previous favourable positions of the Czech Republic on similar issues (Knutelská and Dostál 2012) and calling the Government’s arguments “excuses” (Janda 2013). However, they did not feel their arguments were properly processed at the Office of the Government, the governmental body their opinions diverged from most (Interview 6).


The Czech Strategy in European Union represents an entirely different case. A strategic or conception national document, that is supposed to present a medium- or even long-term national priorities and tools in European policy and that is not subject to time constraints imposed by EU-level decision-making, is an excellent case for broader inclusiveness in preparatory stage. However, due to differences in European policies of ODS and TOP09, the preparation of the strategy announced in the Programme of Nečas’ government was on stand-by for several years. However, in the end, it was prepared by the Office of the Government and subject to inter-sectoral feedback mechanism. None of the interviewees from think tanks were asked or knew of consultation in preparation of these documents. Evropské hodnoty therefore prepared a very critical analysis shortly after its adoption (Janda and Hokovský 2013a). The analysis was in turn strongly criticised in a commentary on the Government’s information portal on European affairs, Euroskop (Žáček 2013); the commentary’s argument that the Strategy fulfills one of its major goals, inciting the debate on the role of the Czech Republic in the EU, was again criticised by the authors of analysis as going against the main purpose and reasonable way of preparation of any strategic policy document (Janda and Hokovský 2013b). The debate was interrupted by the following fall of the Government.

Nevertheless, none of the interviewees from think-tanks agrees that the Czech Government possesses a strategic vision in European policy and the newly adopted Strategy does not change that position (Interviews 4-6). All interviewees see the low political saliency of European issues for political representatives as one of the main problems of the preparation of Czech position on European policies; while the Government officials say they feel low political support in preparing the positions (“We cannot make it a priority on our own”, Interview 2), the think-tank representatives also see the low interest of political representatives as one of the main obstacles for making their voices more heard in preparation of the Czech European policy (Interviews 4-6).
CONCLUSIONS

This paper described and analysed the Czech system of executive coordination in European affairs and its inclusiveness. Using the Metcalfe scale (1994), it shows that the Czech system is semi-centralised, and while some informal tendencies towards a greater centralisation do exist, this aspect has not change much since its introduction. The paper also showed that most changes in the system were prompted by the adjustments of the requirements of European decision-making, thus confirming the explanatory value of functional change approach, but it also showed that changes in government and inter-institutional rivalries seen as the key factors by the politics of institutional choice can play even more decisive role when they are strong enough.

It should also be noted that none of this says much about the efficiency of coordination on its own, although some authors presume that more coordination at home should mean more efficiency, meaning better ability to produce good quality instructions for Brussels negotiations in good time (cf. Metcalfe 1994; Sepos 2005). However, the institutional set-up is not the only determinant of such efficiency, and empirical research does not support its key role (see Sepos 2005). Too little coordination may result in later inefficient changes in positions, while too much coordination may render the system too rigid and inflexible; Panke (2010) found that such efficiency is most likely assured in systems combining silent agreement procedures and neutral mediation of disputes by central institutions. In this regard, the level of coordination or centralisation in the Czech system may be preferable.

Similar argument applies to the issue of inclusiveness. The paper showed that the institutional set-up of the Czech coordination system offer good formal and informal opportunities for non-executive and non-governmental actors to present their opinions to the decision-makers, however, the practice of debating more general and salient issues, such as the Fiscal Compact and the Czech Strategy in European Union, showed that the ability of think-tanks to present their opinions may be limited. The implications for the efficiency of the Czech system of position formation are also not clear-cut. As in the case of level of coordination and efficiency, one can presume conflicting reasoning for and
against greater involvement of non-state actors in the position formation. First, one could inherently assume that broader inclusiveness leads to more fact-based, more representative and thus more stable outputs / positions (for extensive discussion on inclusion and democracy, see Young 2000). On the other hand, Cross (2013) recently concluded that greater transparency of Council meetings polarises its negotiations, as it makes the states’ positions known to outside parties. As broad inclusiveness also makes the negotiations more public, it could have the same effect on preference polarisation. The future developments of the coordination system as well as inclusion of non-state actors should thus remain subject to further (and inclusive) debate.
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ABSTRACT
The paper aims to analyse the inclusiveness of position formation in the area of European affairs in the Czech Republic. It first offers a brief description of the Czech coordination mechanism in European affairs, and then analyses mutual relations and debate between the key institutions (Office of the Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and main Czech think-tanks in the area of European affairs (mainly Europeum, AMO, Evropské hodnoty). The openness of the system to accept outside expert input is manifested on some key cases, such as the Fiscal Compact, Czech Strategy in European Union, etc. The access of think-tanks to governmental institutions is found to be generally very good, although the reflection of their input by the decision-makers seems to be rather limited, which is attributed mainly to diverging opinions within the coordination system itself and the low salience of European affairs on political level.
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